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Ql. A. Answer the following Three out of Five questions in about two or three sentences (6 marks)

a.What was the focus of Sri Lakshmi Suresh TEDx Talk?

b, Explain what is meant by the quotation 'Get out of the building!'

c, What led to Devendra Pal Singh losing his leg?

d, What role has sport played in Major Singh's life?

e. Briefly describe the character of Sri Laxmi Suresh?

B. Answer the following One out of two questlons in about 75-100 words each, (5 marks)

a. Describes Sri Laxmi Suresh parent parents. How did they support her endeavours?

b.Describe the character of major Singh,

C. Answer the following One out of two questions fn about 75-100 words each, (5 marks)

a. Briefly describe a startup you know of which has become a successful story.

b.What qualities do you believe a person must possess in order to endure in immense hardship?

Q2. A. Answer the following Three out of Five questions in about two or three senlences

Each.(6marks)

a. Comment on the significance of the Mrs. White line: 'how could 200 pounds hurt you,eh, Father?'

b. Hgw did Nicholas get Into the lumber room?

c. Describe the character of Hughie,

d, Wirat did Laura think of l-lughie generosity to the 'bagger'?

e. Explain the power of the monl<eys paw.
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B. Answer the following One out of two questions ln about 75-1OO words'(5marks)

a. Trace Mrs white's attitude towards the monkeys paw as the story progresses.

b.Describe Alan Trevor and his relationshlp with Hughie'

C. Answer the following One out of two qucstlons in about 75-1OO words each' (5 marks)

a, What are Your thoughts on charitY?

\, provide a character sketch of someone you know who is very careful about following rules. What are

their traits that you admire most?

3. A. Answer the following Three out of Five questlons in about two or three sentences. (6marks)

a. Why does the speaker thank the gods at the start of the poem?

b. What can you infer from the line 'All are architects of Fate'?

c. Paraphrase the message of the poem "Stay Calm" in your own words'

. d, Describe the speakers attitude towards hardship?

e. What does the speaker have to say about the works of the architects of the fate?

B. Answer the following One out of two questions in about 75-100 wordS.( 5marks)

a. Analyse and explain the significance of the title of the poem"lnvictus",

b. Elaborate on what you believe to be the central theme of the poem " The Builders".

C. Answer the following One out of two qucstlons in about 75-100 words each' (Smarks)

a. What do you believe is the best attitude to work? Elaborate'

b. can you,rec.aJ,l a time when your patience was tested? How did you stay calm?

e4 A. you are a customer wtio may write to a Gas company to find out details about the company's "Gas

Connection Transfer" system, Write the Enquiry Emailto the Gas Company.(5marks)

B, Write a is speech on the dangers and negative consequence of advertising.(Smarks)

C, tMy views on college life ( view and oplnions) (150 words) (6rnarks)



a.s'(A)

a) Synonyrns (3 Words) ( 3marks)

i, Design

ii, Product

iii. Obvious

: b)Antonyms (3Words) (3 Marks)
.\

i. Carefully
ii, Support

iii. Correct

c)Textual Match the following.(2 marks)\_.
1.The Model Millionaire -. A. Saki

2.Sri Lal<shmiSuresh -. B.Oscar Wilde

- 3.The Lumber Room -. C.CEO of eDesign

4. Pal Singh - D. the firstblade runner of lndia,

'(ei Oo as directed ( any three) (6marks)

1. The Churchs here are many centuries old. ( Find out error of noun and rewrite the sentence)
2. I didn't find no one in the office on Sunday, ( Find out correct errors of pronoun if any in the

sentence and rewrite them)
3. After you spol<e to her she,...,.,. call me to apologise, (Do) (write correct verb form in the blank.)
4. -lhis 

is a very svveet mango. ( Flnd out the adverb).

(c) Root worC/Suffixes/Prefixes ( 2marks)

\_, " a. Known ( lvrite prefix)

b. Use. ( Write suffrx)

c. Autogra[h ( write rootwords)
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